SO-HO STRANGE

AUTHORS PREFACE
Millions of mile up in space are a number of military-Government satellites, a
number of which are designated to capture images and data 24 hours a day
of our sun, the project is under the joint general NASA/ESA SOHO where
SOHO refers to the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory. In recent years
observers have been witnessing a number of peculiar and intriguing
anomalies occasionally (and increasing in frequency) materialising around the
area of the sun. Many of these anomalies on appearing have on occasions
been blacked out by NASA officials, or the images completely taken down for
a few hours. Because of the frequency and blatant obvious signs they now
show, it seems that on most occasions officials have ceased to alter these
images.
The “craft type anomaly has been called by various names, one of which was
named a few years ago by Liz Edwards of iwonderproductions, and termed
“Solar cruiser”. It has also been referred to as the Solar plasma carrier,
however, since those sightings many other even more interesting phenomena
have been witnessed. All of these anomalies are discussed in detail with a
plethora of innovative illustrations and photographs captured from the satellite
imagery
In recent times there has been a sudden increase in these “anomalies”
causing a torrent of interest and in turn creating more questions than answers.
Thus the purport of the work herein is to cover the historical background and
on going sightings around the sun in an attempt to discover what exactly is
going on. Needless to say with the recent increase in these anomalous
sightings that appear even more complex each time, the summing up may
appear even more bazaar. Or is it??
From the early sightings of these unusual solar events, such as “The Orca”
and sun cruisers right through to the most unusual sightings we are
witnessing today.
Indeed, may it be that our concept at Ambilac that a new planet has and will
be formed from the sun has been realised?
The intention of this work was to be published in book form, however, due to
the very nature of the speed of these increasing sightings and as the images
are so fantastic, the CD ROM form was chosen. Utilising this method coupled
with interactive websites makes for an exciting and visually stunning viewing.
As the adage says SEEING IS BELIEVING.
Each section has many Internet links and access to the many satellite images
as well as the photographs contained on the CD. There are also links to the

many related articles on this subject including a number of serious
researchers who have worked hard on capturing and analysing these images
(see acknowledgements).
I make a personal summing up in the epilogue, including the connection with
“Planet X” however, the complete truth may never be discovered, all I offer is
the opportunity for the reader to study the work and come to a personal
conclusion after weighing the evidence supplied.
ENJOY.
Howard Middleton-Jones
2003
http://ambilac-uk.tripod.com
www.ambilac.com

A NOTE ON AMBILAC RESEARCH.
It was due to an intriguing set of synchronistic events, (concerning the then
current investigations in Egypt) early in 1998 that I teamed up with James
Wilkie of AMBILAC. Since that time we have worked constantly on the
complexities of the layout and design of the Giza Plateau Cairo and the
connection with certain books of the Bible, in particular the Books of Genesis
and Exodus. The work, in a nutshell, demonstrating that whoever wrote the
book of Genesis had intimate knowledge of the Plateau, and vice versa
This research led us onto an amazing inter connected path, as described in
detail in all our articles and books (Giza Genesis series) offering the premise
that the Plateau layout demonstrates a concise cosmic template of our very
existence. From this work we realised why certain on going events were
occurring. Events such as the passing of Hale Bopp, Comet Lee and the
connection with the anomalies of the sun and much more.
It was at this point our interest grew in the solar anomalies that began to be
appearing, where we realised that if any of our work was to be recognised,
then we had to collate as much data as possible from the available
instruments. This was one method at least whereby people could check the
incoming data, at if and when it was available.
Access of the SOHO and other instrumentation assisted greatly in the
demonstration of part of our work, and we maintained a constant surveillance
on these and other data sets. A “watching brief” by us and other interested
researchers led to the observation and image capture of one of the most
bizarre scenarios concerning the sun. This occurred in September 1999 and it

the event was termed the “stargate”, whereby an anomalous extension
emitted from the sun that appeared to be made up of hoop-like structures. For
more on this refer to the chapter on THE STARGATE.
Interestingly, prior to this event, we had already mentioned in one of our
earlier articles in the summer of 1999, that September 1999 would see that
the passing of Comet Lee would instigate an unusual phenomena and create
the chain of circumstances that we now are currently experiencing. For the full
article see - Our new planet, Comet Lee and 2012
http://ambilac-uk.tripod.com/cometlee2012 while for more detailed
information on the Comet Lee scenario link to the Millennium Group articles at
http://www.tmgnow.com/repository/cometary/cometary.html
It was also in 1999 that we began correspondence with one Robert Trebor, in
which a selection of his mails may be accessed via ORBIT at
www.cyberspaceorbit.com Robert had been an aeronautical engineer
contracted with various aeronautical companies associated with NASA for
many years, and his information certainly assisted us in our quest. Robert
wrote an open letter to NASA - ANSWER to: "Science News Reports
November 27, 1999 entitled, The Tally from Trebor. The letter is published in
full in the appendices.
Let the quest for the truth continue….

Note – A complete listing of all interactive links, related websites and
references may be found in the appendices.
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these solar sightings and coined the term Solar Cruisers that we often
refer to today. Unfortunately, the site Liz used to run is no longer
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